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The Flashbacks featuring Sonny & Sable

(Your venue) is proud to present oldies tribute artists, vocal impersonators, dinner & 
dance show specialists Sonny and Sable Gioia from The Flashbacks starring in their 

highly acclaimed ”Nostalgia Show”.

According to the Gioia’s, the title refers to their powerhouse show encompassing three 
decades of great music...and is performed with a sophisticated yet light hearted approach 

that creates an atmosphere all ages will enjoy.

Our goal is to provide our audience with a great experience, allowing them to have a good 
time reminiscing about decades of wonderful music from some of the best American 

songwriters and composers of our time.

Sonny is an exceptional powerful vocalists with the versatility to perform a vast variety of 
songs, and all extremely well.  He first appeared on stage at the age of twelve singing 

‘Kansas City’ and said “after hearing all of the applause when I finished, I was hooked”.  
Sonny later went on to become the lead singer in three of his own bands in Cleveland, 

Ohio during the 1960’s. His playing abilities...His versatility...and His voice will amaze you.

Sabella (Sable) is and extremely talented musical director with an innate ability to ‘read 
the audience’ to ensure each and every performance has music perfectly suited for the 
event.  Born and raised in a suburb of Cleveland, Ohio she was encouraged at a very 

young age by her older brother to learn playing the organ. Sable took ballet, tap and jazz 
from age five to eight, then played the flute and piccolo from fifth grade through her senior 
year of High School.  Despite playing several instruments, she never pursued a career in 

music until after meeting Sonny.

The two moved to Florida in early 1999 and have been performing to packed houses and 
sold-out crowds since the fall of 2000, winning the hearts and support of many local fans, 

and tourists from all over the United States, and the world.  Since 2008 they have 
expanded their show to include Ohio and Las Vegas in addition to Florida.

If you like your entertainment straight up - no painted faces, no acrobats, no mime- just 
pure talent performing unforgettable music, vocal impersonations and slight comedy then 

The Flashbacks is the one show you must see.

(Location, date, time and reservation phone number, etc.)

Visit www.sonnyandsable.com for preview and more information.

http://www.sonnyandsable.com
http://www.sonnyandsable.com

